
BLASE FAIRE

adjective Apathetic, indifferent, and unwilling to meddle in the affairs of others. Generally carriagehouseautoresto.com
the French words blasÃ© and laissez faire.

Due to the way the algorithm works, the thesaurus gives you mostly related slang words, rather than exact
synonyms. The higher the terms are in the list, the more likely that they're relevant to the word or phrase that
you searched for. Beyond the taxes necessary for ensuring public well-being, such constraints foster only
inefficiency and unnecessarily inhibit production. Smith posited that the forces of supply and demand allow a
market economy to self-regulate and that price levels, wages and employment are automatically adjusted by an
" invisible hand. Finally, you might like to check out the growing collection of curated slang words for
different topics over at Slangpedia. Or you might try boyfriend or girlfriend to get words that can mean either
one of these e. To learn more, see the privacy policy. There is still lots of work to be done to get this slang
thesaurus to give consistently good results, but I think it's at the stage where it could be useful to people,
which is why I released it. Please note that Urban Thesaurus uses third party scripts such as Google Analytics
and advertisements which use cookies. Why It Matters The laissez faire philosophy heavily impacted
economic policy during the industrial revolution of the s. Note that this thesaurus is not in any way affiliated
with Urban Dictionary. Francois Quesnay and the Marquis de Mirabeau. Special thanks to the contributors of
the open-source code that was used in this project: krisk , HubSpot , and mongodb. Financial Definition of
laissez-faire What It Is Laissez faire is a capitalist precept that states that market economies function at
optimal efficiency in the absence of government regulation. Urban Thesaurus crawls the web and collects
millions of different slang terms, many of which come from UD and turn out to be really terrible and
insensitive this is the nature of urban slang, I suppose. Hopefully the related words and synonyms for "term"
are a little tamer than average. The philosophy behind laissez faire economics was first expressed by Scottish
economist Adam Smith in his classic The Wealth of Nations. Urban Thesaurus The Urban Thesaurus was
created by indexing millions of different slang terms which are defined on sites like Urban Dictionary. In the
wake of widespread poverty resulting from exploitatively low wages combined with dangerous, unhygienic
work environments, it became evident that exclusively laissez-faire economic attitudes can result in the very
phenomena that governments must stop -- namely, the exploitation and poor treatment of their citizens. How It
Works The term laissez faire is French for "leave to do," or more accurately, "leave to be. Following the
economic collapse of , governments began to institute economic policies designed not to control production or
inhibit efficiency, but to protect workers and consumers. This is simply due to the way the search algorithm
works. These indexes are then used to find usage correlations between slang terms. Note that due to the nature
of the algorithm, some results returned by your query may only be concepts, ideas or words that are related to
"term" perhaps tenuously. The search algorithm handles phrases and strings of words quite well, so for
example if you want words that are related to lol and rofl you can type in lol rofl and it should give you a pile
of related slang terms. Please also note that due to the nature of the internet and especially UD , there will
often be many terrible and offensive terms in the results.


